Bar Lock® Product Offering Enhancements

The Dayton Superior Bar Lock® Coupler System (D250) provides a simple, quick, and cost effective method for splicing rebar in tension and/or compression applications. Bar Lock couplers may be used with plain or deformed bars in sizes #4 through #18. Bar Lock couplers utilize lock-shear bolts and special grip rails to mechanically splice with the rebar. The serrated grip rails cradle the rebar and are embedded in the rebar as the lock-shear bolts are tightened. The heads of the lock-shear bolts are designed to shear off at a prescribed torque in order to accomplish proper installation.

In order to better fulfill the needs of our customers, many of the Made-To-Order coupler styles that have previously carried longer lead times are now in inventory, are available by product codes, and for ease of use, have been issued corresponding Sales Categories and Product Codes. The enhanced products include:

- D295SCA Bar Lock® Replacement Bolts
- D295L Bar Lock® Replacement Bolts
- D260SCA Bar Lock® Weldable Couplers
- D260L Bar Lock® Weldable Couplers
- D251L Bar Lock® End Anchors.

For convenience, product information can be found within the Dayton Superior Accessories Price Book as well as www.daytonsuperior.com.

With these changes, customers will see better lead times and the elimination of set up charges.

Please contact customer service for availability and pricing at 1.877.977.9600.
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